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Project 3 - Wearable Data Portrait 

Due: November 21 at the beginning of class 
To Be Critiqued in class: Your wearable data potrait, shown off by either you or a model - 
during an in-class fashion show. 
To Be Submitted online to Juno in a folder: (Eg. Rivkin_J_Project 3 ) 

a. Data Set as a text file or spreadsheet
b. Your Processing Sketch
c. Your exported PDF visualization from Processing
d. Your manipulated Illustrator File as a PDF
e. One 11”x17” Layout which includes all of the above and a photograph of a model
wearing your sculptural object.
i. This last part is due by November 30, I’ll upload all of the photographs to an online
folder in Juno following the critique. See example below.
eg. Rivkin_J_Project3_Data.txt, Rivkin_J_Project3_DataCode.pde

Description 
"Program or be programmed," Douglas Rushkoff 
How do you interact with the world? Is it through your physical senses - taste, touch, smell, 
sight, sound? How are your senses mediated? What is the biological filter, or black box, by 
which you convert a physical sound into a series of chemical reactions or vibrations that 
your brain then transforms into a signal that is registered as sound? How aware are you of 
these processes? 

When thinking about these questions, we can apply the same line of thinking to how you 
interact and use technology. What is the mediating point when you want to know the 
weather for the day while you are still in bed, without putting your hand out the window? A 
visualization of a sun on a screen, embedded within a container (program/application), 
accesses data from a sensor somewhere in your city and transforms physical information 
into an abstraction (numbers), which are then cross-referenced with a series of 
predetermined parameters (90 degrees == “hot” == picture of sun , 30 degrees == “cold”== 
picture of frost ). The more that you can understand the linkages between how systems are 
connected and communicate with one another the more you will have control over the 
world around you. Learning to code is a skill that allows you to perceive the invisible and 
intangible elements of the world. 

The wind that moves around us is invisible. That is, until we begin knowing where to look 
and interpret. 

http://hint.fm/wind/
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Directions 
In this project you’ll collect data, write Processing code, produce a visualization of the data 
using Illustrator, then print and construct a wearable data portrait from paper. We will work 
in-class on developing methods of visualizing your data through Processing and you will 
have time in class to develop your design in Illustrator. 

1. Using the data set that you have been collecting, you will use the program Processing to
import your data, and create a visualization based on your data.

2. This visualization will be exported as a PDF file, which you will then bring into Illustrator
and manipulate your image (if necessary) to create a more developed/dynamic pattern or
image.

3. The image you created in Illustrator will serve as the background design/texture for your
wearable data portrait. This wearable object will be constructed from paper - and then
manipulated through folding, cutting, pasting, taping, crumpling, or whatever method you
see fit. Your final object will expand and elaborate on the the concepts represented and
observed in your initial data. Although this is not a sculpture class per se - you should make
your wearable object as finished and well constructed as possible.

4. Choose a catwalk song for your photoshoot and put it on your class sections Spreadsheet.
a. 2PM - 5PM - Section 401 b. 5PM - 8PM - Section 403

Timeline 
10/17 Project Kickoff 
10/23 Processing Tutorial I -  1:30PM - 4:30PM 
10/30 Processing Tutorial II - 1:30PM - 4:30PM 
11/02 Data Set Due/Complete & Methods of Construction/Sculpture 
11/7 Working with Processing 
11/9 Visualization Complete/Studio Class 
11/14 Visiting Artist: Maximillian Lawrence 
11/16 Studio Class 
11/21 Project Due/Fashion Show 

Readings: Read these by 11/7 
Artistic Data Visualization: Beyond Visual Analytics - Viégas and Wattenberg 
Rushkoff - Program or Be Programmed 
Form and code visualize 
Form + Code – Repeat 

Resources 
Origami Folding Techniques 
Processing Reference page – all functions explained 
OpenProcessing  – share Processing sketches 
Form+Code in Design and Art  – code examples 
Learning Processing – book by Daniel Shiffman 
Intro to Processing slides - Tutorial One 

https://processing.org/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1tW_F6gCF-HA8zuRatEdo8RgRWcARRHhXNmYe1OkU40k/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XA3qA6vSM1hYf9avD8F1WOVCTkkjl3GOLNWIujOd5ts
https://addc401fall2016.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/wattenberg-data-viz.pdf
https://addc401fall2016.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/rushkoff-program-or-be-programmed.pdf
https://pennfnarfoundationsfall2015.files.wordpress.com/2015/10/form_and_code_visualize.pdf
https://pennfnarfoundationsfall2015.files.wordpress.com/2015/10/form-code-repeat-chapter.pdf
https://pennfnarfoundationsfall2015.files.wordpress.com/2015/10/origami_foldingtechniques.pdf
http://www.processing.org/reference/
http://www.openprocessing.org/
http://formandcode.com/code-examples/
http://www.learningprocessing.com/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1wb9V53trTlYUQBXsUWg2jSuWTqVOt7wW4c_LrNMmHU4/edit
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Examples 

Difference between the weather in Philadelphia and Amsterdam

Duration of time flying during the summer of 2015 
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Amount of people observed wearing a helmet while cycling 




